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The purchaser shall receive a single right of use which is non-exclusive, non-time-limited and limited 

geographically to the purchaser’s site/location as follows. 

 The purchaser shall be entitled to use the contents of the documentation to train his staff at the 

purchaser’s location and shall also be entitled to use parts of the contents of the documentation to 

create his own training documentation for the training of his staff at the purchaser’s location with 

acknowledgement of source, and to make copies for this purpose. In the case of schools/technical 

colleges and training centers, the right of use shall also include use by school pupils, college students 

and trainees at the purchaser’s location for teaching purposes. 

 The right of use shall in all cases exclude the right to publish any content or make it available for use on 

intranet, Internet and LMS platforms and databases such as Moodle, which allow access by a wide 

variety of users, including those outside of the purchaser’s location. 

 Entitlement to other rights relating to duplication, copies, adaptations, translations, microfilming and 

transfer to, as well as storage and processing in electronic systems, either in whole or in part, shall 

require the prior consent of Festo Didactic. 

 

 

Note 

Wherever teachers, trainees etc. are referred to in the masculine form in this manual, the feminine 

form is, of course, also implied. The use of a single gender form is not intended as gender-specific 

discrimination, but simply to aid readability and comprehension of the document and the 

formulations used. 
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General prerequisites for operating the devices 
 

General requirements for safe operation of the devices: 

• National regulations for operating electrical systems and equipment must be observed in commercial 

facilities. 

• The laboratory or classroom must be overseen by a supervisor. 

– A supervisor is a qualified electrician or a person who has been trained in electrical engineering, 

knows the respective safety requirements and safety regulations and whose training has been 

documented accordingly. 

 

The laboratory or the classroom must be equipped with the following devices: 

• An emergency-off device must be provided. 

– At least one emergency-off device must be located within, and one outside of the laboratory or the 

classroom. 

• The laboratory or classroom must be secured so that operating voltage and compressed air supply 

cannot be activated by any unauthorized persons, for example with: 

– A key switch 

– Lockable on-off valves 

• The laboratory or classroom must be protected by residual current devices (RCDs). 

– Electrical devices (e.g. power supply units, compressors and hydraulic power units) may only be 

operated in training rooms which are equipped with residual current devices. 

– Type B residual current circuit breakers with a residual current of ≤ 30 mA must be used. 

• The laboratory or classroom must be protected by overcurrent protection devices. 

– Fuses or circuit breakers 

• No damaged or defective devices may be used. 

– Damaged devices must be banned from further use and removed from the laboratory or classroom. 

– Damaged connecting cables, pneumatic tubing and hydraulic hoses represent a safety risk and 

must be removed from the laboratory or classroom. 
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Pictograms 
 

This document and the hardware described herein include warnings concerning possible hazards which may 

arise if the system is used incorrectly. The following pictograms are used: 

 

 

Warning 

This pictogram indicates that non-observance may result in serious personal injury 

or damage to property. 

 

 

 

Caution 

This pictogram indicates that non-observance may result in personal injury or 

damage to property. 

 

 

 

Warning 

This pictogram indicates that the device must be switched off and its mains plug 

must be removed from the electrical outlet before installation, repair, maintenance 

and cleaning work. Observe the user documentation, in particular all safety 

instructions. Non-observance may result in severe personal injury or damage to 

property. 

 

 

 

Warning 

This pictogram indicates danger of being burned if the hot surfaces of the housing 

(up to approx. 85° C) are touched. 
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Use for intended purpose 
 

Festo Didactic components and systems may only be used: 

• For its intended use in teaching and training applications 

• When its safety functions are in perfect condition 

 

The components and systems are designed in accordance with the latest technology and recognized safety 

rules. Nevertheless, incorrect use can lead to risk of severe or fatal injury for the user and third parties and 

damage to the components. 

 

The learning system from Festo Didactic has been developed and produced exclusively for education and 

training in the field of automation technology. The training company and/or trainers must ensure that all 

apprentices observe the safety precautions described in these operating instructions. 

 

Festo Didactic hereby excludes any and all liability for damages suffered by trainees, the training company 

and/or any third parties, which occur during use of the device in situations which serve any purpose other 

than training and/or vocational education, unless such damages have been caused by Festo Didactic due to 

malicious intent or gross negligence. 
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For your safety 
 

 Important information 
Fundamental prerequisites for safe use and trouble-free operation of the EduTrainer include knowledge of 

basic safety precautions and safety regulations. This manual includes the most important instructions for 

safe use of the EduTrainer. 

 

In particular the safety precautions must be adhered to by all persons who work with the EduTrainer. 

 

Beyond this, all pertinent accident prevention rules and regulations, which are applicable at the respective 

place of use, must be adhered to. 

 

 

 Obligations of the operating company 
The operating company undertakes to allow only those persons to work with the EduTrainer who: 

• Are familiar with the basic regulations regarding work safety and accident prevention and have been 

instructed in the use of the EduTrainer 

• Have read and understood the chapter concerning safety and the warnings in this manual 

 

Personnel should be tested at regular intervals for safety-conscious work habits. 

 

 

 Obligations of the trainees 
All persons who have been entrusted to work with the EduTrainer undertake to complete the following steps 

before beginning work: 

• Read the chapter concerning safety and the warnings in this manual 

• Familiarize themselves with the basic regulations regarding work safety and accident prevention 

 

 

 Dangers associated with the EduTrainer 
The EduTrainer is designed in accordance with the latest technology and recognized safety rules. However, 

life and limb of the user and third parties may be endangered and the machine or other property may be 

damaged during its use. 

 

The EduTrainer may only be used: 

• For its intended purpose 

• When its safety functions are in perfect condition 
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Malfunctions which may impair safety must be eliminated immediately! 

 

 

• Risk of death in case of interrupted protective earth conductor! 
– The protective conductor (yellow-green) must not be interrupted, either inside or outside  

 of the device. 

– The insulation of the protective conductor must never be damaged or removed. 

• National regulations for operating electrical systems and equipment must be observed in commercial 

facilities. 

• The operation of power supply units must be responsibly monitored by trained personnel in schools and 

training facilities. 

• Caution! 
Capacitors inside the device may still be charged even after being disconnected from all sources of 

voltage. 

• When replacing fuses, use specified fuses only with the correct current ratings and tripping 

characteristics. 

• Never switch your power supply unit on immediately after moving it from a cold room to a warm room. 

The condensate which occurs as a result may destroy your device under unfavorable conditions. Do not 

switch the device on until it has reached room temperature. 

• Risk of death from connecting power supply units in series! 
Contact voltages of greater than 25 V AC or 60 V DC are not permissible. 

Coming into contact with voltages of greater than 50 V AC or 120 V DC may be fatal. 

– Do not connect voltage sources in series. 

• Ventilation slots in power supply units must not be covered! The devices must be placed on hard, flame-

resistant surfaces in such a way that air can flow into them unhindered. The devices are cooled primarily 

by convection. 

• When working on live circuits, use only suitable tools. 

• Risk of death due to electric shock! 
Protect the outputs of the power supply units (output sockets/terminals) and cables connected to them 

from direct contact. 

– Only use cables with adequate insulation and electric strength. 

– Use safety sockets with fully shrouded contact points. 
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• Hazard-free operation of the device is no longer possible in the case of:  

– Visible damage 

– Malfunction 

– Incorrect storage 

– Incorrect transport 

– Switch off the power supply immediately. 

– Protect the device against inadvertent restart. 

• Electrical connections may only be established and disconnected when the system is not connected to 

the power supply. 

• Use extra-low voltage only: max. 24 V DC. 

 

 

 Working safely 
 
General 
• Trainees should only work with the circuits under the supervision of an instructor. 

• Electrical devices (e.g. power supply units, compressors and hydraulic power units) may only be 

operated in training rooms which are equipped with residual current devices (RCDs). 

• Observe the specifications included in the technical data for the individual components, and in 

particular all safety instructions! Malfunctions which may impair safety must not be generated in the 

training environment, and must be eliminated immediately. 

• Wear personal safety equipment (safety glasses, safety shoes) when working on circuits. 

 
Electrical system 
• Only establish or interrupt electrical connections when the power is disconnected. 

• Use only connecting cables with safety plugs for electrical connections. 

• Defective connecting cables and safety plugs must be replaced immediately. 

• Always pull on the plug when disconnecting connecting cables; never pull the cable. 

 

 

 
 

Circuit breakers and RCDs are the subject matter of the training device and do not have any 

protective function. Protection against contact is provided by safety extra-low voltage. 
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Work and safety instructions 
 

 
 
General 
• Trainees should only work with the circuits under the supervision of an instructor. 

• Observe the specifications included in the data sheets and operating instructions for the individual 

components, and in particular all safety instructions! 

• Malfunctions which may impair safety must not be generated. 

• Wear personal safety equipment (safety glasses, hearing protection, safety shoes) when working on 

circuits. 

 
Electrical system 
• Disconnect from all sources of electrical power! 

– Switch off the power supply before working on the circuit. 

– Please note that electrical energy may be stored in individual components.  

 Further information on this issue is available in the data sheets and operating 

 instructions included with the respective components. 

• Use extra-low voltage only: max. 24 V DC. 

• Establishing and disconnecting electrical connections 

– Electrical connections may only be established in the absence of voltage. 

– Electrical connections may only be disconnected in the absence of voltage. 

• Maximum permissible current loads for cables and devices must not be exceeded. 

– Always compare the current ratings of the device, the cable and the fuse. 

– In the event that these are not the same, use a separate upstream fuse in order to 

 provide appropriate overcurrent protection. 

• Use only connecting cables with safety plugs for electrical connections. 

• When laying connecting cables, make sure they are not kinked or pinched. 

• Do not lay cables over hot surfaces. 

– Hot surfaces are identified with a corresponding warning symbol. 

• Make sure that connecting cables are not subjected to continuous tensile loads. 

• Devices with an earth terminal must always be grounded. 

– If an earth connection (green-yellow laboratory socket) is available, it must always be  

 connected to protective earth. Protective earth must always be connected first (before voltage),  

 and must always be disconnected last (after voltage). 

– Some devices have a high leakage current. These devices must be additionally grounded  

 with a protective earth conductor. 

• The device is not equipped with an integrated fuse unless specified otherwise in the technical data. 

• Always pull on the plug when disconnecting connecting cables; never pull the cable. 
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1 Danger of electric shock 
 

Today, electrical power is used to an enormous extent in nearly all areas of human enterprise and 

technology. 

 

Electric systems of many types for power, light and heat are not only found in industrial, commercial and 

household applications, but rather in farming as well as transportation applications including railways, 

traffic light systems, street lighting etc. as well. 

 

Protective measures are stipulated for all electrical systems which are intended to prevent the 

endangerment of people and the destruction of equipment and installations in the event of a fault. The 

effects and the protective function of circuit breakers and protective conductors are examined in this 

workbook. 

 

 

1.1 Hazards for systems, devices and buildings resulting from electrical power 
Faults in electric devices and systems may result in overloading, excessive heat generation and arcing 

which, in the absence suitable protective measures, can lead to destruction of the device and in the worst 

case ignition of close-by objects. 

 

 

1.2 Hazards for people resulting from electrical power 
The endangerment of people due to electrical power depends not only on voltage. Current (amperage) and 

duration of exposure determine the extent of the danger. 

 

Accidents involving large current values can even occur with low voltage of just a few volts. The effects of 

current also depend on its type (direct or alternating current), as well as alternating current frequency and 

the electrical resistance of the body. 

 

Electrical resistance of the body depends on: 

• Contact surface area 

• The parts of the body through which current flows 

• The quality of the skin and the clothing 

• Contact resistance (amongst other factors dry or moist skin) etc. 

 

The electrical resistance of the human body is assumed to have an average value of roughly 1000 Ω. 
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a Threshold of perceptibility 1 No body reaction 

b Let-go threshold   2 No dangerous effects 

c Fibrillation threshold  3 Possible danger of ventricular fibrillation 

     4 Ventricular fibrillation, current will probably result in death 

 

 

Current intensity Effects on people 

< 5 mA (milliampere) Minimal effects only (tingling, slight shock) 

5 to 15 mA Cramping of the muscles, although letting go is still possible 

> 15 mA Cramping of the muscles, unassisted letting go is no longer possible 

< 25 mA Increased blood pressure, cardiac arrhythmia, cardiac arrest with restoration of cardiac activity 

> 50 mA Loss of consciousness 

> 80 mA Ventricular fibrillation (acute mortal danger) 

> 3000 mA Internal and external burns, cardiac arrest 

 

 

If a fault current is discharged to earth parallel to a person via a very small resistance, only a portion of the 

current flows through the person. Numerous protective measures are based on this phenomenon. However, 

if the person is the only discharge conductor for all of the current, the situation is usually life threatening. 
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1.3 Measures to be implemented in case of accident with electrical current 
The victim must be separated from voltage as quickly as possible. In low-voltage systems, the respective 

conductor must first of all be disconnected from the source of voltage, because the helper will place himself 

in danger by touching the victim beforehand. 

 

If an electrician is unable to do this without delay, the victim can be pulled away from the electrical 

conductors or equipment from a well-insulated location (dry wood, dry clothing). Uncovered body parts may 

not be touched with the bare hands: use must be made of, for example, dry blankets, clothing, gloves or 

wooden slats. 

 

In the case of high-voltage, only electricians and electrically trained persons may intervene. Even 

approaching a victim too closely is dangerous. Maintain safety clearance! As soon as the victim is no longer 

in contact with the voltage, first-aid must be administered: 

• Address the victim verbally 

• Cardiopulmonary resuscitation in the case of respiratory arrest 

• Cardiovascular resuscitation in the case of cardiovascular arrest 

• Lateral recumbent position in the case of unconsciousness 

• Dress any wounds 

 

Always contact a physician in case of accident with electrical power! 
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2 Circuit-breakers and protective conductor 
 

2.1 Circuit breaker design 
 

 

 

 

Open circuit breaker (schematic diagram) 

1 Manual switching lever (reset) 

2 Trip-free release 

3 Switch contact 

4 Terminals 

5 Bimetallic strips (thermal overload) 

6 Electromagnetic tripping 

7 Spark arresting 

 
Tripping characteristics of circuit breakers 

 

Types B, C and D 
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Exercise 2.1: Body contact with a lamp housing 
 

 Description of the problem 
Body contact with a lamp housing (conductor L1 is in contact with the housing, S closed). The person 

touches the lamp housing while standing on a well-insulated floor with a resistance of R = 10 kΩ. 

 

 
 

 

 Setup 
 

– Wire the circuit in accordance with the figure shown below. 
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 Answer the following questions 
 

a) Describe the function or task of the following devices included in the test setup: 

– Circuit breaker 

– Ammeter 

– Voltmeter 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

b) Conduct the experiment by switching supply power on. Measure contact voltage UB between the point 

of contact at the lamp and the floor (voltage contacted by the person). Measure shock current IK which 

flows through the person as well. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

c) Which consequences would result for a person who touches a lamp housing with a voltage of 230 V as 

depicted in the setup diagram? Refer to the current hazard table included in the corresponding 

worksheet for help. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

 

Safety precaution 

Circuits may only be set up and dismantled in the de-energized state! (mains 

switch off) 
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Exercise 2.2: Body contact with a lamp housing 
 

 Description of the problem 
Body contact with a lamp housing (conductor L1 is in contact with the housing, S closed). The person 

touches the lamp housing while standing on a conductive floor with a resistance of R = 10 Ω. 

 

 
 

 

 Setup 
 

– Wire the circuit in accordance with the figure shown below. 
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 Answer the following questions 
 

a) Conduct the experiment by switching supply power on. Measure contact voltage UB between the point 

of contact at the lamp and the floor (voltage contacted by the person). Measure shock current IK which 

flows through the person as well. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

b) Which consequences would result for a person who touches a lamp housing with a voltage of 230 V as 

depicted in the setup diagram? Refer to the current hazard table included in the corresponding 

worksheet for help. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

 

Safety precaution 

Circuits may only be set up and dismantled in the de-energized state! (mains 

switch off) 
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Exercise 2.3: Body contact with a lamp housing 
 

 Description of the problem 
Body contact with a lamp housing (conductor L1 is in contact with the housing, S closed). The person 

touches the lamp housing with one hand and a grounded water faucet with the other hand. Lamp housing 

(conductor L1 is in contact with the housing, S closed). 

 

 
 

 

 Setup 
 

– Wire the circuit in accordance with the figure shown below. 
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 Answer the following questions 
 

a) Conduct the experiment by switching supply power on. Measure contact voltage UB between the point 

of contact at the lamp and the grounded water faucet (voltage contacted by the person). Measure shock 

current IK which flows through the person as well. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

b) Which consequences would result for a person who touches a lamp housing with a voltage of 230 V as 

depicted in the setup diagram, and at the same time touches a grounded water faucet? Refer to the 

current hazard table included in the corresponding worksheet for help. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

 

Safety precaution 

Circuits may only be set up and dismantled in the de-energized state! (mains 

switch off) 
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Exercise 2.4: Body contact with a lamp housing 
 

 Description of the problem 
Body contact with a lamp housing (conductor L1 is in contact with the housing, S closed). The protective 

conductor is connected to the lamp housing. The person touches the lamp housing with one hand and a 

grounded water faucet with the other hand. 

 

 
 

 

 Setup 
 

– Wire the circuit in accordance with the figure shown below. 
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 Answer the following questions 
 

a) Conduct the experiment by switching supply power on. Measure contact voltage UB between the point 

of contact at the lamp and the grounded water faucet (voltage contacted by the person). Measure shock 

current IK which flows through the person as well. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

b) Which consequences would result for a person who touches a lamp housing with a voltage of 230 V as 

depicted in the setup diagram if the protective conductor is connected to the lamp housing?  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

c) What provides the person with protection in the case of this test setup? Describe the function of the 

protective conductor connected to the lamp housing. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

 

Safety precaution 

Circuits may only be set up and dismantled in the de-energized state! (mains 

switch off) 
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3 RCDs, circuit-breakers and protective conductor 
 

The effects and the protective function of residual current devices (RCDs) in interaction with circuit breakers 

are examined in the following experiments. 

 

 

 

1 Latch 

2 Trip coil 

3 Summation current transformer 

4 Test button 

Schematic diagram of an RCCB 

 

 

RCCB is the abbreviation for residual current circuit breaker, which is also designated residual current 

device (RCD). 

 

RCCBs are also known as ground fault circuit interrupters (GFCIs), ground fault interrupters (GFIs) and 

appliance leakage current interrupters. 

 

 

3.1 Operating principle 
In the event that a specified differential current value is exceeded (usually 30 mA) in household systems and 

buildings, the RCCB disconnects all of the poles of the monitored electrical circuit, i.e. it interrupts all of the 

conductors except for the protective conductor. 
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Differential current may occur, for example, if (residual) current flows through the human body or over 

defective insulation. The RCCB compares the magnitude of the outflowing current with that of the returning 

current to this end. The sum of all current flowing through the RCCB (with preceding positive or negative 

sign) must be zero in the case of a fully intact system. In other words, the current which flows to the 

consuming device must be equal to the current which flows back from the consuming device. 

 

Comparison is carried out by a summation current transformer. The transformer has two or more continuous 

line wires (primary windings). These are laid out such that their mutual induction effect is normally cancelled 

out, no magnetic flux is induced in the transformer core and no secondary current flows. The converter 

calculates the sum of all current flowing to and from the consuming device with the correct preceding sign. If 

a portion of the current from one wire flows to earth (fault current), the sum of outflowing and returning 

current within the transformer is no longer identical. This results in the generation of a current in the 

secondary winding (trip coil). This secondary current trips a latch which disconnects the cable at all poles. 

 

 

3.2 Types of RCCBs 
Differentiation is made amongst RCCBs with regard to their suitability for detecting various types of residual 

current. 

 

Type AC  
For the detection of sinusoidal alternating residual current 

 

 

Type A  
For the detection of sinusoidal alternating residual current and pulsating direct residual current. 

 

 

Types B  and B+  
In addition to the sinusoidal alternating residual current and pulsating direct residual current, this RCCB also 

detects smooth, direct residual current. 

 

Tripping values for type B RCDs are rated at up to 2 kHz, and up to 20 kHz for type B+. 
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3.3 Characteristic values 
Commercially available type A RCCBs have rated residual currents of IΔN = 10, 30 and 300 mA. In actual 

practice, tripping of commercially available RCDs usually occurs at roughly 0.8 * IΔN. 

 

A maximum response current of 10 mA or 30 mA is stipulated for personal safety, and 300 mA is required 

for fire prevention. In accordance with device specification EN 61008-1, shutdown must take place within 

300 ms at rated residual current. 

 

 

3.4 Testing the RCCB 
There’s a test button (T) on the RCCB with which the device can be tested for correct functioning, which 

connects an outgoing phase conductor to the neutral conductor upstream from the RCCB via a suitably 

dimensioned resistor. A residual current is intentionally generated in this way, which exceeds tripping 

current. However, even if tripping occurs, this test does not ensure that the electrical circuits are correctly 

connected to the consuming devices. Overall correct functioning of the system can be checked by means of 

suitable test instruments. RCD testing per IEC 60364-6, which must be conducted by an electrician in 

accordance with DGUV regulation 3, is required in order to precisely determine tripping current and tripping 

time. Manufacturers recommend testing by the user at least every six months. 
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Exercise 3.1: Short-circuit between phase conductor L1 and  
neutral conductor N 

 

 Description of the problem 
Body contact with a lamp housing (conductor L1 is in contact with the housing, S closed). The protective 

conductor is connected to the lamp housing. The person touches the lamp housing with one hand and a 

grounded water faucet with the other hand. 

 

 
 

 

   Setup 
 

– Wire the circuit in accordance with the figure shown below. 

The red connection symbolizes the short-circuit between L1 and N.  

There’s no body contact at the lamp housing (S open). 
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 Answer the following questions 
 

a) Describe the function or task of the RCCB in the test setup. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

b) Conduct the experiment by switching supply power on. Which safety component (RCD or circuit breaker) 

is tripped in the case of this fault? 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

c) Why doesn’t the RCCB respond in the case of a fault involving a short-circuit? 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

 

Safety precaution 

Circuits may only be set up and dismantled in the de-energized state! (mains 

switch off) 
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Exercise 3.2: Body contact with a lamp housing 
 

 Description of the problem 
Body contact with a lamp housing (conductor L1 is in contact with the housing, S closed). The protective 

conductor is connected to the lamp housing. The person touches the lamp housing with one hand and a 

grounded water faucet with the other hand. 

 

 
 

 

 Setup 
 

– Wire the circuit in accordance with the figure shown below. 

Body contact exists at the lamp housing (S closed). 
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 Answer the following question 
 

a) Conduct the experiment by switching supply power on. Which safety component (RCD or circuit breaker) 

is tripped in the case of this fault? 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

 

Safety precaution 

Circuits may only be set up and dismantled in the de-energized state! (mains 

switch off) 
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Exercise 3.3: Body contact with a lamp housing 
 

 Description of the problem 
The person touches a live current conductor (L1) while standing on a well-insulated floor: R = 10 kΩ. 

 

 
 

 

 Setup 
 

– Wire the circuit in accordance with the figure shown below. 
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 Answer the following questions 
 

a) Conduct the experiment by switching supply power on. Measure shock current IK which flows through 

the person. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

b) Which consequences would result for a person who touches a live current conductor with 230 V as 

depicted in the setup diagram, while standing on a well-insulated floor. Refer to the current hazard table 

included in the corresponding worksheet for help. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

 

Safety precaution 

Circuits may only be set up and dismantled in the de-energized state! (mains 

switch off) 
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Exercise 3.4: Body contact with a lamp housing 
 

 Description of the problem 
The person touches a live current conductor (L1) while standing on a conductive floor: R = 10 Ω. 

 

 
 

 

 Setup 
 

– Wire the circuit in accordance with the figure shown below. 
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 Answer the following questions 
 

a) Conduct the experiment by switching supply power on. Measure shock current IK which flows through 

the person. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

b) Which consequences would result for a person who touches a live current conductor with 230 V as 

depicted in the setup diagram, while standing on a well-insulated floor. Refer to the current hazard table 

included in the corresponding worksheet for help. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

 

Safety precaution 

Circuits may only be set up and dismantled in the de-energized state! (mains 

switch off) 
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Exercise 3.5: Body contact with a lamp housing 
 

 Description of the problem 
The person touches a live current conductor (L1) with one hand and a grounded water faucet with the other 

hand. 

 

 
 

 

 Setup 
 

– Wire the circuit in accordance with the figure shown below. 
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 Answer the following questions 
 

a) Conduct the experiment by switching supply power on. Measure shock current IK which flows through 

the person. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

b) Which consequences would result for a person who touches a live current conductor with 230 V as 

depicted in the setup diagram, and simultaneously touches a grounded water faucet? 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

c) What provides the person with protection when inadvertently touching live current conductors, for 

example if the conductor’s insulation is damaged? 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

d) Why isn’t a 10 A circuit breaker tripped immediately at a voltage of 230 V in the case of a short-circuit 

resulting from contact by a person? 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

 

Safety precaution 

Circuits may only be set up and dismantled in the de-energized state! (mains 

switch off) 
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Exercise 3.6: Body contact with a lamp housing 
 

 Description of the problem 
Determine the RCCB’s tripping current with the help of a potentiometer. 

 

 
 

 

 Setup 
 

– Wire the circuit in accordance with the figure shown below. 
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 Answer the following questions 
 

a) At which current value must the RCCB be tripped? Refer to the current hazard table for help. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

b) Conduct the experiment. Turn the potentiometer up to its maximum resistance value of 10 kΩ. Then 

switch supply power on. Slowly reduce the resistance value by turning the potentiometer in the other 

direction and determine shock current IK at which the RCCB is tripped. 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

c) Which consequences would result for a person who touches a live current conductor with 230 V as 

depicted in the setup diagram so that the measured tripping current flows through him? 

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 ______________________________________________________________________________________  

 

 

 

Safety precaution 

Circuits may only be set up and dismantled in the de-energized state! (mains 

switch off) 
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